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Background

• Integrated 

university

• 13 colleges and 

research centres

• 8,300 HE 

students

• 31,243 FE 

students



Research project

• Aim: To identify how living in a remote 
island community prior to entering 
higher education impacts on students’ 
narratives of their career journeys.

• Longitudinal qualitative approach
– Initial survey 

– Interview with a sample (23) at the point of 
graduation (Spring 2015)

– Survey with the same participants in 
January 2016

– Second interview with participants in 
Autumn 2016

• In addition: analysis of DLHE statistics 
for previous five years.

• Supervised by Professor Tristram 
Hooley and Dr Siobhan Neary, iCeGS



Geography in careers 

A career ‘journey’ is a common metaphor (Inkson, 2007). 

But the role of geography in this journey is not well 

understood. 



Labour Market Geographies

• 2013: 38.7% of 

employees in 

the City of 

London in 

finance and 

insurance.

• 376 other local 

authority 

districts less 

than 14.6%

Data from: 

http://www.neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk

/HTMLDocs/dvc198/index.html



% of employees in 

manufacturing 2013
% of employees in 

health 2013



Impact of place: occupational 

awareness



Geographical-Social context

• Socio-spatial dialectic (Soja, 2010)

• Produces a strong geographical 

component to:

– Community interaction theory (Law 1981, 

2009)

– Careership (Hodkinson, 1997)

– Opportunity structure theory (Roberts 1975, 

1997)

• Likely to particularly influence young 

people



Can’t we just move…?



Mobility is complex…

Image and statistics from Charlie Ball: 

https://highpeakdata.wordpress.com/author/highpeakcharlie/



Influences on mobility

• Mobility varies by:

– Gender

– Ethnicity

– Class

– Family background

– Qualification level

• Global mobility shaped 

by immigration policy



In practice our movements are 

situated

From the Northern isles Aberdeen is disproportionately 

popular as a destination (Alexander,2016)



Place and wider life choices



Practical implications for 

guidance:

“Are you able to move….?”



Wider implications:

Careers advisers need to:

• Explore attitudes to 

place

• Explore mobility

• Explore wider life 

choices

• Make geographical 

considerations explicit



Thank you

• Email: rosie.alexander@uhi.ac.uk

• Website: rosiealexander.wordpress.com

• Twitter: @rosie148


